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Introduction to Essay Rubric 
 

 The traditional way of grading a paper is to assign a letter grade (B+) or a number (88) 
and offer a few comments. However, these kinds of evaluations offer little help to writers who 
are trying to improve their composing skills in English. 
 
 When a paper is marked "B+ Good development, work on your vocabulary," what should 
students do? How can students know what specifically to do to improve their writing? What does 
"work on your vocabulary” mean? Did the student make some mistakes with certain words or 
phrases? Or is the teacher saying that the student needs to use more advanced vocabulary to 
get a higher grade? 
 
 While grades such as B+ or 88 may suffice for scores in a grade book or on a report 
card, they are not good learning instruments. One way to provide consistent feedback to 
students is through the use of a rubric. In brief, a rubric is a grading scale which is divided into 
categories that are important to the course or assignment objectives. In addition, each category 
has a maximum score associated with it. 
 
 There are many very good rubrics available in teacher handbooks or on Web sites, so 
you should first peruse materials to see if there is a rubric that matches what you and your 
assignment are trying to achieve. However, you should never feel obliged to use any rubric as 
is. You should adapt the rubric to fit your course and your assignments. We have included a 
rubric from Teaching ESL Composition, 1E below as an example. 
 
 Once you have chosen a rubric for an assignment, you should go over the rubric with 
your students before they begin the assignment. Be sure to cover the point value for each 
category of your rubric so that all students will know what parts of the rubric are the most 
important. 
 
 We recommend that you use a rubric every time you want to make substantial 
comments on a set of papers. We always make a copy of the rubric and attach it with the 
marked paper. For any category, you should indicate the points awarded and offer some 
feedback if appropriate. For example, if one category in a rubric for essays is called 
"Organization" and is worth 20 points, you might mark it as follows: 14/20. Your 3rd para is not 
related to the topic. Rewrite it. Good intro and concl. 
 
 One good teaching idea that practices student writing but allows you to save some 
grading time is to tell students for a given assignment (such as a first draft) that you will be 
commenting on only one section, such as organization or content. (For first drafts, we do not 
recommend giving a final grade on grammar, vocabulary, mechanics, or any language use 
because it is expected that these areas will change in subsequent drafts.) 
 
 Our experience is that students whose writing has been scored consistently with rubrics 
take teacher comments more seriously and make better use of them in revising their written 
work. 
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